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SUBJECT: U.S. NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION/U.S. DEPARTMENT OF
ENERGY TECHNICAL EXCHANGE MEETING ON DRAFT SAFETY
EVALUATION REPORT FOR DISPOSAL CRITICALITY
ANALYSIS METHODOLOGY TOPICAL REPORT, REVISION 0

Dear Mr. Brocoum:

Enclosed are the summary highlights of the March 22, 2000, Technical Exchange Meeting
between the staff of the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) and representatives of
the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE). The main purpose of the meeting was to discuss the
draft Safety Evaluation Report on the Disposal Criticality Analysis Methodology Topical Report,
Revision 0 submitted to NRC for review in January 1999. The meeting was held at the NRC's
Headquarters in Rockville, Maryland.

If you have any questions regarding this letter, please contact Meraj Rahimi of my staff. Mr.
Rahimi can be reached at (301) 415-6616.

Sincerely,

[Original signed by:]

C. William Reamer, Chief
High-Level Waste and Performance
Assessment Branch

Division of Waste Management
Office of Nuclear Material Safety

and Safeguards
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:- S'u !mary Hi~ghiights
.- ;- cf NRC/DE echnical .xchange
;nlraftaSxfetEviauat on Report

* . :;:.orDlsmal Crilcalty Analysis Methodology
- - - .ach22,. 2000

-Las Vega, Nevada

The summary highlights of the .T chncaVE chgiingebetween the Department of Energy (DOE)
anpd:the&'NcIearRegua toryi CQmmi:sson Rstgfare edd .thefoll-owig; T pupose
ofthe me.oting.was to discuss the resultsf staff evaluation docu iented in Draft Safety
Evaluation Report on Disposal.Criticality Analysis ettiodology Topical Report, Revision 0
isslued by the NRCein March 22., 2000

The meeting agendai,,the attendan5ce lsth andopis of the presenters' slides are provided as

Attachments '1 2,-alnid 3, rese.tively. :The foloTvin .0paragraphs discuss only those Open Items

for whIchdDOExpressed di erfentvrews tha~that providedin the draft SER.

As part -of the staf evfalation criteri&,'l.C idicated that per Regulatory Guide .3.71,

credit for fuel .burpm ay.,bettaken only 'whenhthe amount of:bumup is cnofirmred for

each assem lyby~physica ^rneasauremei . DOE proposed' to present additiordal

informrtion which is baesed.on peror ng burnup verifica tion measuretents on a

:sample-of spent ful population. lRC inKdi'chted.that staff.wiHl consider any'additional
infrrriatlon which DOE' desires td -submite bfore releasingfht. final SER.

* yh -W respect to the 'open iem on' th-e.ob'ity design criterion, DOE indicated that

probability 'crMteriJonhis' Wed .for de'igr.'p uposes and no critical configurations will be

' screened out based onth.ep'rpobtability>criterion.presented in',the TR. DOE--als indicated

that scr'eenifi ffQr the purpose. of Total'Systi Pe-rformnance Assessmeit (TSPA) is

perormed 'by DOE TSPA~staffFnd the'intention is to provide .all the pribsbiity and

cohsequence analyes -to DOEvTSPA.staff.,, NRC ind'idated that TR shoLuld at least show

the approach for cr'rtida ity analys.e's''fee'dingi-nto TSPAanalyses. DOE agread to
provide information Ptthl resp-ec to' between the iritical ty ethiodology

descrlbed in TR 'nd subseq'ent' TSPA 'analyes in the Overall Methodo, Igy section.

: n . a..::..; . , . . ;t

On the issue of truiti-pA riu'eter versus si 'parameter trenOding, NRC' agreed to

exam ine the i'nifo!rrnation p'rov'ided .to'thiiagtaff prior to the mree~ting. However, the staff

evoeots. the lnforrnatior .to b prnovided~orhilly long with the inforrnati*$n'fronri the first,

serond bull tsndanyother: co' mrn'mensm the0other open iterms or conditrions,

aWitt respect to ih-[udilg a criticalityrn'agi9:irinscreening the critical copfiguirations after

perorming aegressio --anriyseste.t staff agreed to examins their positionin Ught of

inludin'g all unert aintikes fr'o 'egkrssioW or lookp tabe 'ca'lculations.

;On the' issue of-valid-atioon/ approach for, the power model, DOE indicated that a

'ditributi inetead.--of -usiin'g aeragevauefor the power wili be used fo.r the purpose
'of 'consequence analis. NFRC in&diaed that they wiU re-consider this open item

.depending on thie assumption abiot the'ty'e of distribution.

11 -n
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* With''regard .to metho~d'oogy~ rnamej, mnalidation appr ach for postcl6sure disposal

tcritcality riskC DOEstate thtat iti~she DOE TSPA responaib'Iity to anatyze the criticality
,s,:'Howe/e r te ot.f:ny event, .such ,as crftj;caityr, as.to be

:jh ",R9 ed is sentetIy andn p f t on epo.itory perfo~rance. The TR is
the vehicle h wh.Ih he: DO0E~S ppta1 .trtheical .4y rlsi h tn e describt ryegard to determ.ining postclosuce

P a acompleBte and comprnhdnsive manner.

.Miraj aiia .....m .. -. ;, ,. P.age Russell
- -teve[Waste Bri Site Recommendation & ticense

NDMson ofo'Waste Ma agemrt. Team:
, ffiieof NleaeMateriat : Licensing, Division
S~fety a'n fesrds ',,,;.,Yucca Mountain Site

6'Nucle'ar Regulatory Com ssior : Characteriation Office
U.S. Departmrent of Energy
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Staff Evaluation Criteria

Center for
James Weldy

Nuclear Waste Regulatory
(210)522-6800

Analyses

jweldy@swri.edu

David Pickett
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses

(210)522-5582
dpickett@ swri.edu
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Staff Evaluation Criteria
*Proposd 

.10 FR t 6.... .

m Proposed 10 CFR Part 63

* Yucca Mountain Review Plan ho el i1 We;' < F4/e f.J- . )

* Issue Resolution Status Reports

* Applicable Regulatory Guides and Standards
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Proposed 10 CFR Part 63

* 10 CFR Part 63 is the NRC regulation for the proposed
repository at Yucca Mountain

* Proposed regulation was published in February, 1999 for
public comment

* NRC staff are currently responding to public comments
and preparing the final rule

* 10 CFR Part 63 will be made consistent with the final
version of the EPA standard for Yucca Mountain (40
CFR Part 197)
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Proposed 10 CFR Part 63

* Proposed 10 CFR 63 is a risk-informed, performance-
based regulation

* Numerical requirements in the regulation relate to the
expected annual dose to the critical group

* No specific design criteria for postclosure criticality are
specified
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Proposed 10 CFR Part 63

* 10 CFR 63.113(b)
The engineered barrier system shall be designed so that,
working in combination with natural barriers, the expected
annual dose to the average member of the critical group shall
not exceed 0.25 mSv (25 mrem) TEDE at any time during the
first 10,000 years after permanent closure, as a result of
radioactive materials releasedfrom the geologic repository
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Proposed 10 CFR Part 63

.10 CFR 63.114
* Any performance assessment used to demonstrate compliance

with 10 CFR 63.113 shall:
(d) Consider only events that have at least one chance in 10,000 of
occurring over 10,000 years
(e) Provide the technical basis for either inclusion or exclusion of specific
features, events, and processes of the geologic setting in the performance
assessment. Specific features, events, and processes of the geologic setting
must be evaluated in detail if the magnitude and time of the resulting
expected annual dose would be significantly changed by their omission
(f) Provide the technical basis of either inclusion or exclusion of
degradation, deterioration, or alteration processes of engineered barriers
in the performance assessment, including those processes that would
adversely affect the performance of natural barriers. Degradation,
deterioration, or alteration processes of engineered barriers must be
evaluated in detail if the magnitude and time of the resulting expected
annual dose would be significantly changed by their omission
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Draft Yucca Mountain Review Plan

• Currently under development at NRC

* Will be used by NRC staff to ensure that the License
Application meets all requirements of 10 CFR Part 63

* Rev. 1 of the Yucca Mountain Review Plan is expected
to be released in September, 2000
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Draft Yucca Mountain Review Plan

*Review of the postclosure performance assessment will
be based on Integrated Subissues

*Aspects of criticality will be evaluated under the
following integrated subissues:

Degradation of engineered barriers
Quantity and chemistry of water contacting waste packages and
waste forms

* Radionuclide release rates and solubility limits
Radionuclide transport in the unsaturated zone
Radionuclide transport in the saturated zone

* Mechanical disruption of engineered barriers
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Issue Resolution Status Reports

* Provide feedback to DOE on the status of resolution of
KTI subissues

* Focus on acceptance criteria for issue resolution and the
status of resolution, including areas of agreement and
areas where staff has questions or comments

• The NRC goal is to reach closure on all KTI subissues at
the staff level before the License Application is
submitted by the DOE
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Issue Resolution Status Reports

a IRSRs that include acceptance criteria related to
postclosure criticality include:
* Total System Performance Assessment and Integration (TSPAI)
* Container Life and Source Term (CLST)
* Evolution of the Near-Field Environment (ENFE)

Radionuclide Transport (RT)

Slide 10 of 16



TSPAI IRSR Acceptance Criteria

* Scenario Analysis
o Identification of FEPs

Screening of FEPs
Categorization of FEPs

> Definition of Scenario Classes
Screening of Scenario Classes

* Model Abstraction
o Data Sufficiency
l Data Uncertainty
o Alternative Conceptual Models
> Model Uncertainty
>- Model Consistency

* Quality Assurance

* Use of Expert Elicitation Slide 11 of 16



CLST IRSR Acceptance Criteria

• Several acceptance criteria similar to those in TSPAI
IRSR

* Selection of design criteria
* Identification of configuration classes and modeling

validation and verification

* Assignment of probability
* Calculation of keff

* Calculation of criticality consequences
* Criticality risk
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ENFE IRSR Acceptance Criteria

Six categories of acceptance criteria
* Data and model justification
* Data uncertainty and verification
> Model uncertainty
> Model verification
* Integration

Programmatic
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RT IRSR Acceptance Criteria

* Evaluation of probability of far-field criticality

* Evaluation of consequences of far-field criticality
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Applicable Regulatory Guides and
Standards

* DOE referred to:
o NUREG/CR-2300: modified approach to PRA

.

o NUREG/CR-6361: criticality model benchmarking

1 NT JR FflI/CR-5 661: critical limits
A- I �-' - -- - - - - -

* ANSIIANS-8.1, 8.15, 8.1 7, and 8.10: criticality control outside

reactors
* Regulatory Guides 3.4 and 3.58: criticality analyses supporting

safety in handling, storage, and transportation

X All are applied as analogies, because directly applicable

standards/guides do not exist
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Applicable Regulatory Guides and
Standards (cont.)

K NRC staff review was guided by Regulatory Guide 3.71;
DOE has stated (RAI response) that it will refer to 3.71
in place of 3.4 and 3.58.

* NRC accepts with one exception.
* Reg Guide 3.71 states that "credit for fuel burnup may be taken

only when the amount of burnup is confirmed by physical.-
rements that are appropriate for each type of fuel

assembly in the environment in which it is to be stored."
> NRC believes that consistency with 3.71 requires that burnup

measurements must be performed on each of the spent fuel
assemblies prior to their loading into the waste package. OPEN
ITEM.
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Draft Safety Evaluation Report
On

Disposal Criticality Analysis
Methodology Topical Report,

Revision 0

Meraj Rahimi
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission



Introduction (cont.)

• Probability of Critical Configurations

* Criticality Evaluation

* Criticality Consequence

* Criticality Risk

* Conclusion



Scope of Draft SER

* Scope established by DOE' s "near term"specific
requests per Enclosure 2 in RAI

* Staff evaluation limited to methodology and
modeling plus its validation approach

* No application of methodology, data, computer
codes, specific benchmark experiments, specific
isotopes, or examples were evaluated

* Acceptance/approval of items in draft SER is
contingent upon stisfactory resolution of pertinent
subissues listed in Issue Resolution Status Report
(IRSR)



Background

• DOE submitted TR in January 1999

• NRC accepted TR for detailed technical review in

February 1999

* NRC issued Request For Additional Informatiorn
(RAI) in August 1999

a DOE issued responses to RAI in November 1999

* NRC issued draft SER on TR in March 2000



Method of Staff Evaluation

*Divided by each main area
*Each main area evaluated with respect to

methodology, modeling approach, and validation
approach

* Staff evaluation with respect to each of the three
aspects of a major area were performed based on:

DOE's specific request
* Technical basis for the request
* Technical basis of staff evaluation
* Results of staff Evaluation



Overall MethodologY
DOE's Request

DOE requests
Vr% ' 4 I VCOV that

acceptance of the risk-informed
is the core of the methodology.

PtJUkCJ 00%_LJ £/5 - - d-i

The risk-informedprocess is illustrated in

1-1 (discussed in Section 1.5) and revised

Attachment B of Enclosure 1. We do not A
-w I' ,I..

Figure
in

seek
Be

acceptance for a specific applIcatLon o- An

-4- -As' -I- I;17

methodoloy, and we understand trait we Vut
,-. . V b ilvt.

need to demonstrate acceptability
applications to support licensing.

Of specific



Overall Methodology (cont.)
Basis of Evaluation

* Proposed 10 CFR 63.113 and 6 3 .114 pending
final resolution of public comments and
finalization of EPA proposed 40 CFR 197

* Multiple barrier requirement per 10 CFR
6 3.113(a)



Design Criteria
DOE's Request

* DOE requests acceptance of the
criteria presented in Section 1.2

Topical Report as acceptable fo

design options are propoerly im

four design
, Part A of
r ensuring that
plemented for
d consequences-minimizing the potential j

The design
or, and

of criticality. , criteria are discussedin
3.7.Section 3.4, 3. 5, 3.6, and

E Critical Limit
o Criticality Probability
b Criticality Consequence
* Performance Objectives



Critical Limit Design Criterion
(cont.)

DOE's Approach

* CL accounts for criticality analysis method bias
and uncertainty

* Method bias and uncertainty are obtained from
analyzing experimental systems

* Each configuration class will have a
corresponding CL values which covers the range
of expected configuration parameter values



Critical Limit Design Criterion
(cont.)

Evaluation Results

* Section 3.4 is related to criticality analysis
methodology

* Staff evaluation of methodology for establishing
CL is covered under Criticality Evaluation

• The staff agrees with the concept of establishing
CL provided appropriate biases and uncertainties
are included in determing CL values



j Criticality Probability
Design Criterion (cont.)

DOE's Approach

*Two objectives for Criticality Probability Design
Criterion

To support (for screening purposes) an estimate of the
risk of criticality in terms of overall increase in
radionuclide

> To estimate the effectiveness of the variety of criticality
control systems based on criticality probability per
waste package

Criticality probability per waste package
Expected number of criticalities in 10,000 (one or less
than one) divided by approximately 10,000 waste
packages = 10 4criticalities per waste package in
1 an y (r'I



iv Criticality Probability
Design Criterion (cont.)

Basis of Evaluation (cont.)

* DOE has stated:
b "This derived probability criterion is not proposed for

regulatory purposes, and will only be used to guide
decision processes internal to waste package design."

* Section 3.6 of TR, indicates otherwise:
> "when the keff of the configuration analyzed exceeds

the CL and the probability of occurance of that
configuration exceeds the waste package criterion
currently derived in Section 3.5 as approximately 104

per waste package in 10,000 years, a consequence
analysis is performed."



Criticality Consequence
Design Criterion (cont.)

DOE's Request
The Criticality Consequence criterion discussed in
Section 3.6: the expected radionuclide increase from
any criticality event will be less than 10 percent of the
radiologically significant radionuclide inventory (curies
present at time of criticality) that is available for release
and transport to the accessible environment. This
criterion is intended to ensure that the average
radionuclide rementfrom any single criticality is much
less than the uncertainty of the performance assessment
dose estimation, and is also used to define a waste
package criticality control design requirement in
support of defense-in-depth with respect to the
Repository Performance Objective in item 4.



ii Criticality Consequence
Design Criteria (cont.)

Basis of Evaluation

* Criticality Consequence Criterion pertains only to
increase in isotopic inventory

- RAI 3-23 acknowledges consideration of time
dependencies of temperature and power in
consequence analysis

* No Consequence Criteria for transient or external
criticalities are include in TR



Performance Obj ective
Design Criteria

. o.c.-D -- , . . .O -r c . .-s R equet- - .. = ........ . - 0 I. .....- I - - M - X .;- -

DOE's Request

The repository Perfi
discussed in Section

)rmance
3.7: the i

Objectives criterion
7bility to satisfy dose

rateperformance objectives will not be
compromised by the radionuclide increment due
to criticality events (if any).



Performance Objective
Design Criteria (cont.)

Evaluation Results

* Staff agrees with using dose at accessible
environment as performance objective criterion
for criticality event provided:

All aspects of criticality event consequences such as
increase in radionuclide inventory, heat output, and
degradation of EBS are considered

> Dfine what is considered to be significant
Probability-consequence from all critical events
included into full TSPA per Figure 1-1 of TR



Criticality Evaluation (cont.)

DOE's Request (cont.)

* DOE requests acceptance of the following
aspects of the probability method:
(1) Development and use of a table of keiffor the
range of possible configuration parameters to
construct a regression for keff as a function of

andthese parameters or for direct table lookup
interpolation(Section 3.5, page 3-21

given
and

modification of this paragraph in the
response to RAI 3-16)...



Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
iMaterial Composition (cont.)

Results of Methodology Evaluation

* Acceptance of corrosion, geochemistry, and
configuration generation models contingent on
appropriate verification and validation

* Staff agrees with the concept of burnup credit for
disposal criticality provided:

Bounding reactor operating parameter values are
established
Appropriate isotopic model validation is performed

* Independent burnup verification is performed

* Staff does not agree change in intial isotopic
inventory could be due to decay only



Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
Keff Evaluation (cont.)

Results of Methodology Evaluation

* The staff agrees with criticality evaluation
methodology portion of Figure 3-3 provided:

* Initial criticality analysis for range of configuration
parameter values in each class is not too coarse



Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
Regression Analysis (cont.)

Evaluation Results for Regression Methodology

* Staff agrees with regression or lookup table
approach provided:

All configuration and waste form parameters affecting
keff values are identified

> Interpolation for lookup tables must be within a small
range

> Verfication of keff values from regression or lookup
tables are performed



Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
* Isotopic Analysis (cont.)

Evaluation of Modeling Approach

* No specific computer code is approved at this
point

* Modeling of spent fuel irradiation must include
all important variables:
* Dissolved boron concentration, moderator density, fuel

pellet temperature, burnable absorber, power shaping,
and control rods, axial and radial leakage, and void
coefficient

* Open Item
* Inadequacy of a 1-D approach for simulating

irradiation history of three dimensional heterogenous
fuel assemblies



!" Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
Keff Analysis (cont.)

Evaluation of Modeling Approach

* No specific criticality computer code is approved
at this point

* Staff does not have objections to using well
establish Monte Carlo based computer codes for
determining keff values for waste packages

* Open Item
* DOE needs to assess the impact of temperature on

nuclides with crosss section evaluated at room
temperature



J Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
Regression Analysis (cont.)

Modeling Approach (cont.)

M Effect of boron remaining in solution included by
correctin factor
* keff keff + AkIeff keff (1+ Akeff/keff)
o Where: Akeff/keff Co+C2ln(B)+C2ln(B)2

+C31n(B) 3+C4T+C50
* With over 2000 keff values, lookup tables may be

used



Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
Regression Analysis (cont.)

Staff Evaluation of Modeling Approach (cont.)

- Open Items

D Inclusion of cross dependency of configuration
parameters for kff regression equations

Validity of approach for correction factors developed
for boron remaining in solution



Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
Isotopic Validation Approach

DOE' Request (cont.)

e Reactor operatinghistories and conditions must
be selected together with axial burnup profil
such that the isotopic concentrations used to

* v ova v
es

represent commercial SNF assemblies in waste
package design shall produce values for keff that
are conservative in comparison to any other
expected combination of reactor history,
conditions, or profiles.



Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
Isotopic Validation Approach

DOE's Request (cont.)

v The values for the isotopic concentrations
representin
conservativ

g commercial SNF must produce

periodsfor
e values for keff for all postclosure time
which criticality analyses are

performed.



jo Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
Isotopic Validation Approach

Staff Evaluation (cont.)

* Staff concludes second requirement does not
address methodology for establishing isotopic
code bias and uncertainty

- Staff does not have any objection to using second
requirement for confirming bounding values for
reactor operating parameters

* Open Item
DOE is required to develop an acceptable mehtodology
for establishing bias and uncertainties associated with
isotopic model



Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
Keff Validation Approach

DOE's Request

DOE requests acceptance of the criticality model

validation process described in Section 4.1.3.
Acceptance of this item is requested iut Section

discussed1.2, Part G of the Topical Report and
further in the response to RAI 1-3. Specifically,
DOE requests acceptance that the process
presented in Subsection 4.1.3.2 for calculating the
-

criticalitylimit values and the general approach
in Subsection 4.1.3.3 for establishingpresented

the range of applicability of the criticallimit
values define the validation process for the
criticality model.



Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
Keff Validation Approach (cont.)

DOE's Approach

* Use of Commercial Reactor Criticals (CRC) and
Laboratory Critical Experiment (LCE)

* Use of CL for establishing demarkation between
critical and subcritical conditions

ks+Aks•< CL
• Establishing CL

* CL = kc(x) -Ak(x) -Ak,,



Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
VKeff Validation Approach (cont.)

Staff Evaluation

* Staff believes in performing multi-parameter
trending for CL
- CL=kc(xyz,...)-\ k,(xyz,...)-A km

/ k(x,y,z,...) Includes isotopic bias and uncertainties

* Staff accepts A km to be included in screening
configurations provided is included in all
screening

m Staff agrees with DOE approach on NDTL and
DFTL



Steady-State Criticality
Consequence Analysis (cont.)

DOE's Request (cont.)

* (3) Determination of radionuclide incrementfrom
depletion code (ORIGEN-S) as a function of
power, integrated over the duration of the
criticality (Section 4.4. 1.1
response to RAI 4-51).

as augmented in the



Criticality Evaluation (cont.)
RegressionValidation Approach

Staff evaluation

*Response to RAI 3-16(d) indicates regression
coefficient for high plutonium content fuel exhibit
inaccuracies

*Open Items
Regression equations or lookup tables must be verified
for configuration parameter ranges

> Variabilities and uncertainties introduced by regression
equations annd lookup tables to be included



j Steady-State Criticality
Consequence Analysis (cont.)

Staff Evaluation of Methodology

* Staff agrees with the proposed methodology
except:

* Open Items
* Other types of moderators, especially with respect to

external criticality must be considered
> Other types of consequences must be included from

steady-state criticality



Steady-State Criticality
Consequence Analysis (cont.)
DOE' s Request for Validation Approach

DOE seeks acceptance of the validationprocess
for the steady-state criticality consequence model,
specifically that computer code can be written to
perform the numerical integration of power over
time and distribution of drip rates, as well as
calculating the heat loss according to well-known
physics formulae.



J - Steady-State Criticality
Consequence Analysis (cont.)

Staff Evaluation of Methodology

X Staff agrees that for sustained steady-state
criticality drip rate must be equal to removal rate

X Staff acceptance of drip rate is dependent on
satisfactory resolution of subissues in pertinent
IRSRs
> Climate Change
* Hydrologic Effects of Climate Change
* Present Day Shallow Infiltration

Deep Percolation
* Matrix Diffusion
* Other related subissues



Steady-State Criticality
Consequence Analysis (cont.)

Staff Evaluation of Validation Approach

*U sing well-known physics formulae does not
provide validity of model

* Hand calculations can be used for verification

* Open Item
> Validation approach for power model for steady state

criticality consequence



Steady-State Criticality
Consequence Analysis (cont.)

Staff Evaluation of Validation Approach

* Using well-known physics formulae does not
provide validity of model

• Hand calculations can be used for verification

* Open Item
D Validation approach for power model for steady state

criticality consequence



j Other Open Items

Methodology, modeling, and validation approach
for transient criticality consequence

M Methodology, modeling, and validation approach
for postclosure disposal criticality risk



Internal Criticality Scenarios

James Weldy
Center for Nuclear Waste Regulatory Analyses

(210)522-6800
jweldy @ swri.edu
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Internal Criticality Scenarios

DOE requested acceptance of the external scenario list of
TR Figure 3-1. These scenarios are:
* IP-1: Liquid accumulates in WP and WP internal structures

degrade slower than WF
* IP-2: Liquid accumulates in WP and WP internal structures and

WF degrade at similar rates
l IP-3: Liquid accumulates in WP and WP internal structures

degrade faster than the WF
* IP-4: WP bottom is penetrated, allowing water to flow through

and WP internal structures degrade slower than WF
* IP-5: WP bottom is penetrated, allowing water to flow through

and WP internal structures and WF degrade at similar rates
* IP-6:WP bottom is penetrated, allowing water to flow through

and WP internal structures degrade faster than waste form Slide 2 of 4



Internal Criticality Scenarios

* List developed from TSPA-VA scenario development
and was subjected to expert review

* RAI responses dealt with clarification and with
description of a methodology that will be used to
determine whether seismic events can lead to a
configuration that yields a transient criticality

Seismic predecessor configurations will be identified
Probability determined from probability of predecessor
configuration being generated and probability of seismic event
subsequently occurring
Consequences based on transient criticality calculation
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Internal Criticality Scenarios

* NRC staff evaluation based on:
* CLST IRSR
* TSPAI IRSR
o Comparison with preliminary DOE FEPs database

* NRC staff accepts list in TR Figure 3- 1, provided DOE
incorporates the additional seismic evaluation described
in response to RAI 3-1
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External Criticality Scenarios

* DOE requests acceptance of the external scenario list of
TR Figure 3-2. These scenarios are:
> NF-1: solute transport of fissile material from the WP and

accumulation in the invert
NF-2: slurry transport of fissile material from the WP and
accumulation on the invert

* NF-3: colloidal transport of fissile material from the WP and -

accumulation in the invert
> NF-4: water ponds in drift, WP and WF degrade, and fissile

material accumulates in clays at the bottom of the drift
> NF-5: water ponds in drift, WP degrades, and intact WF sits in

pond
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External Criticality Scenarios (cont.)

* FF-1: solute transport of fissile material from the drift and
chemical accumulation in the unsaturated zone

* FF-2: colloidal transport of fissile material from the drift and
accumulation in the unsaturated zone

> FF-3: solute transport of fissile material from the drift and
chemical accumulation in the saturated zone

* List developed from TSPA-VA scenario development;
subjected to expert review

* RAI responses dealt with clarification and with
description of an additional external igneous intrusion
configuration
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External Criticality Scenarios (cont.)

*NRC evaluation based on
ENFE IRSR
RT IRSR
TSPAI IRSR
comparison with preliminary DOE FEPs database

*NRC staff accepts list in TR Figure 3 -1, with two
exceptions, which are consi'dered OPEN ITEMs:

The DOE needs to provide a modeling approach for igneous-
activity induced criticality (RAI 3-1 and response)
The DOE is required to include a configuration involving FM
precipitation due to dry-out in a perched water basin in the
scenario list (DOE FEPs database entry 2.2.14.07.00)
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Internal Criticality Configurations:
Methodology and Modeling Approach

DOE requested acceptance of a method for generating a

comprehensive set of potential postclosure
configurations, including

Degradation methodology
- Ability to calculate the loss of fissionable elements and neutron absorbers

- Ability to calculate the composition of degradation products precipitating in

the waste package
- Use of a steady-state geochemistry code

Configuration generator
- Use of time-dependent, first-order differential equations, solved by

numerical integration, to track the concentration, or amount of fissionable

or neutron absorber material
- Development of coefficients of these equations by abstraction from steady-

state geochemistry code calculations
- Random variation of terms in these equations to reflect uncertainty in the

rates and location of natural processes
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Internal Criticality Configurations:
Methodology and Modeling Approach

DOE methodology: Quantify parameter ranges for
internal configurations by determining:
* Corrosion rates for all internal components
* Location of all potentially reacting materials
* Concentration of FM, neutron absorbers, and corrosion products
o Whether clays are formed inside the WP

Range of hydration of degradation products
> Amounts of undegraded materials and solid degradation

products remaining
Quantity of FM or neutron absorbers adsorbing to corrosion
products
Physical processes will be periodically evaluated, including:
- Locations for solids
- Density and physical structure of corrosion products
- Thermal and structural behaviors of internal structures and the waste form
- Effects of external events Slide 3 of 10



Internal Criticality Configurations:
Methodology and Modeling Approach

* DOE modeling approach:
* Corrosion models and degradation models will be consistent

with models used in the TSPA, where available

Degradation models for other components will be developed
from laboratory data
Geochemical analyses will be performed with a qualified
commercial software code, such as EQ3/6

Configuration generator code will be used to track the
concentrations of neutronically significant isotopes
- Uses time-dependent, first-order differential equations to represent the

chemical transformation of elements based on coefficients developed from

detailed calculations of a qualified commercial geochemistry code

- Based on water transport, solubility of materials, and chemical conditions,

tracks transport of elements within and outside of waste package

- Used with Monte Carlo analysis to quantify the uncertainty in the processes

and data Slide 4 of 10



Internal Criticality Configurations:
Methodology and Modeling Approach

* RAI responses included:
* DOE indicated that they would evaluate all configurations

identified as potentially autocatalytic in published articles
4 Additional clarification

* NRC staff evaluation based on:
* CLST IRSR
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Internal Criticality Configurations:
Methodology and Modeling Approach

* No specific codes have been accepted for the analysis

* NRC staff accepts the use of degradation models that
have been reviewed and accepted during the review of
the TSPA, provided:
P DOE can demonstrate that no assumptions were made in the

modeling which were conservative for TSPA calculations, but
not conservative for criticality calculations

• NRC staff accepts the use of a commercial steady-state
geochemistry code that tracks the quantity of water in the
WP, provided:
P The code is properly qualified for use in repository conditions
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Internal Criticality Configurations:
Methodology and Modeling Approach

* NRC staff accepts the use of differential equations to
track the concentration of materials as long as the
coefficients are based on sufficient and appropriate data



Internal Criticality Configurations:
Validation Approach

* DOE requested acceptance of the validation process for

the degradation analysis methodology

* DOE approach:
No revalidation of models already validated for the TSPA
The geochemical code will be compared against:
- Analytical solutions
- Results obtained by chaining several thousand individual EQ6 runs,

adjusting the water mass between runs
- Other geochemistry-transport codes

* RAI responses dealt with:
> Validation of geochemical calculations - DOE clarified the

approach that will be taken to validate the geochemistry code
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Internal Criticality Configurations:
Validation Approach

*NRC staff evaluation based on:
oCLSTIJRSR

o~ TSPAI IRSR

*NRC staff finds that the proposal to not revalidate
models validated for the TSPA is acceptable provided:
o. The validation of these models is found to be acceptable during

review of TSPA
The models do not contain assumptions that are conservative for
TSPA analyses but non-conservative for criticality analyses

*NRC staff finds that the proposed validation process for
the geochemistry code is acceptable.

*The corrosion models and supporting data for other
materials will be evaluated in the license application Slide 8 of 10



Internal Criticality Configurations:
Validation Approach

* DOE requested acceptance of the validation process for
the configuration code

* DOE approach:
Appropriate hand calculations will be utilized to ensure that the
code is appropriately tracking the locations of important
materials
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Internal Criticality Configurations:
Validation Approach

* NRC staff evaluation based on:
o CLST IRSR
> TSPAI IRSR

* NRC staff accepts the proposed methodology for
validation of the configuration generator code
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External Configuration Methodology

* DOE requested acceptance of a method for generating
external configurations

* DOE approach: Quantify parameter ranges for
configurations by determining:
b An FM source term based on internal configurations
* Water flow rates and patterns

Sorption along flow paths
> Mineral precipitation along flow paths
* Alternate flow paths as a result of fracture filling
* Reaction products at interface with reducing zone
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External Configuration Methodology
(cont.)

* NRC evaluation based on:
ENFE IRSR
RT IRSR

* Staff finding is that the DOE approach to generating
external configurations is acceptable.
* Tied to site and design features

Encompasses the range of realistic mechanisms (exception: open
item concerning dry-out mechanism)
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External Configuration Modeling
Approach

* DOE requested acceptance for
Application of an accumulation model for FM, and

Application of a CGC.

* DOE approach: Calculation of external FM
accumulation by the use of

A geochemistry-transport code (e.g., PHREEQC),
A geochemistry code used in a mode that simulates transport
(e.g., modified EQ3/6), or
Both, supplemented by a CGC

• RAI responses
Clarified the types of geochemical parameters to be included in

modeling and
Provided illustrative discussions of modeling approach
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External Configuration Modeling
Approach (cont.)

* NRC evaluation based on:
ENFE IRSR
RT IRSR

* Staff finding is that the DOE approach to modeling
external critical configurations is acceptable
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External Configuration Validation
Approach

• DOE requested acceptance for
> Validation process for CGC (hand calculations)

Validation process for accumulation methodology

* DOE approach:
Comparison between codes (e.g., EQ3/6 and PHREEQC)
Comparison with experimental data
Comparison with natural analogs
Hand calculations for CGC

• RAI responses provided useful examples of validation,
as well as example sensitivity analyses that would boost
confidence; revised TR will discuss PHREEQC and

modified EQ3/6
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External Configuration Validation
Approach (cont.)

* NRC evaluation based on:
* ENFE IRSR
o RT IRSR.

* Staff finds that the validation approach is acceptable,
provided:
* DOE revises code descriptions in the TR as promised in

response to RAI 4-33
b DOE revises TR discussions of validation to include more

detailed descriptions and specifically mentioning comparison
against more detailed analytical solutions

* DOE applies the principles of the uses of appropriate and
bounding laboratory and natural analog data as discussed in
response to RAI 4-33

* DOE judiciously applies uncertainty and sensitivity analyses to
boost confidence Slide 7 of 7
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Probability of Critical Configurations:
Methodology and Modeling Approach

* DOE methodology:
* Assign probability distributions to parameters

Sample a single value for each parameter, using conditional
probability distributions to account for correlations

* Calculate concentrations and locations of important isotopes for
each time step and use a regression equation to determine keff
Repeat many times to determine the probability of criticality

* DOE modeling - internal:
* Sample infiltration into the drift
> Sample WP failure time and drip rate determined by the TSPA

programs WAPDEG and RIP based on this drip rate
o Sample the height of WP penetration
* Sample the waste form characteristics and determine whether

this fuel can yield a criticality event
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Probability of Critical Configurations:
Methodology and Modeling Approach

* DOE modeling - internal (cont.)
Sample the degradation rates of the waste form and the internal
components of the WP, accounting for correlations

> Calculate the amounts of material remaining in the WP using the
configuration generator code or detailed calculations of a
commercial geochemistry code

* Test whether the keff of the configuration exceeds the critical -
limit

* Increment time repeat prior two steps until a time limit is
reached or a hole develops in the bottom of the WP
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Probability of Critical Configurations:
Methodology and Modeling Approach

* DOE modeling - external
Sample flow rate, concentration of fissile materials, and pH of

the water flowing out of the WP, accounting for correlations as

necessary
Sample the external path leading to an external criticality
location, transport parameters, and accumulation parameters

Calculate the amounts of fissionable material removed from the

flow
* Evaluate the keff of configurations having a significant

accumulation of fissionable material using a regression equation
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Probability of Critical Configurations:
Methodology and Modeling Approach

* RAI responses included:
Description of the procedure that will be taken if intermediate
steps cannot materialize (sufficiently accurate regression fit
cannot be found)

* DOE indicated that corrosion rates used in the LA will be based
primarily on laboratory data to avoid excessive reliance on
expert elicitation

* Additional clarifications
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Probability of Critical Configurations:
Methodology and Modeling Approach

* NRC staff evaluation based on:
o TSPAI IRSR
0 CLST IRSR
* ENFE IRSR

RT IRSR

- NRC staff accepts the use of the Monte Carlo technique
to determine the probability of critical conditions

* NRC staff accepts the use of data reviewed and accepted
during the review of TSPA-LA, provided:
* Correlations among parameters are accounted for
* DOE demonstrates that ranges from the TSPA are not

conservative estimates for the calculation of dose, but non-
conservative for criticality calculations
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Probability of Critical Configurations:
Validation Approach

* DOE requested acceptance of the validation process for
the probability calculation that will be implemented by
the Monte Carlo probability calculation methodology

* DOE approach: Verify that the code used to calculate the
probability is performing the calculations and sampling
from the input parameter distributions properly using:
> Hand calculations
* A commercial mathematical equation solver
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Probability of Critical Configurations:
Validation Approach

* NRC evaluation based on:
-CLSTIRSR

TSPAI IRSR

* NRC staff finds that the proposed methodology for
validation of the Monte Carlo code is acceptable
provided that a sufficient number of these calculations
are conducted to demonstrate that the code is performing
the calculations properly across the range of the sampled
parameters
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